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Abstract

We investigate two algorithms for solving large-scale granular prob-
lems using domain decomposition methods. These numerical schemes can
be connected to classical domain decompositions, with and without over-
lapping, developed in continuum mechanics. The two algorithms are com-
pared in terms of implementation and parallel performance. We focus the
numerical study on communication procedures between processors, load
balancing and scalability, topics particularly crucial in nonlinear evolutive
problems.
This is the accepted version of the following article: Visseq, V., Alart, P.
and Dureisseix, D. (2013), High performance computing of discrete non-
smooth contact dynamics with domain decomposition. Int. J. Numer.
Meth. Engng, 96: 584598. doi:10.1002/nme.4578, which has been pub-
lished in final form at
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/nme.4578/abstract

Keywords: discrete elements; multibody; parallel computing; distributed mem-
ory; message passing; FETI method; additive Schwarz method; LMGC90; gran-
ular material

1 Introduction

Numerical simulations of granular media, at the grain scale, leads to several
issues: non smoothness of frictional contact behavior (when no regularization
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is used), multiplicity of solutions (for dense and a not so dynamical regime at
macroscopic scale), and time consuming solvers (for large collections of grains
and interactions). To address these issues, several answers had been proposed,
for instance, several time stepping schemes [1, 13], and parallelization of solvers
[16, 27, 28, 29].

Here, we focus on non smooth contact dynamic (NSCD) method for the
dynamical modeling and time stepping, and a domain decomposition method
(DDM) as a support for distributed memory parallelization with message pass-
ing [23, 19]. We discuss algorithms with two different proposals with a distri-
bution of contact interactions among subdomains: a non overlapping FETI-like
DDM, defining an interface gluing step thanks to the use of Lagrange mul-
tipliers, and a minimal overlapping Schwarz-like DDM with impulse coupling
terms. In addition, two different implementations of the underlying commu-
nication scheme between processors are proposed. The numerical and parallel
performances are compared and assessed on large scale 3D granular media sim-
ulations.

Up to our knowledge, the only solution methods coupling a domain decom-
position method with non-regular implicit contact dynamics for granular models
are available in [5, 23, 29]. The approach described in [23] mainly uses an asyn-
chronous distributed-memory Non-Linear Gauss-Seidel solver (close to the one
used in [17] for a synchronous solver and in [18] for an asynchronous version,
both for shared-memory architectures. They correspond to the algebraic parti-
tioning of the reduced dynamics, i.e. a splitting of grains between processors,
while herein, we rely on a splitting of interactions between processors). Good
parallel efficiencies are obtained in [23] with the use of a tuned dynamic load
balancing, data migration, and duplication of the whole grain database among
processors to minimize information exchanges. It illustrates the fact that there
is still a scope for efficiency gains using a load-balancing algorithm. This ten-
dency is confirmed in the similar approach of [29] for 2D problems addressing a
large number of processors (up to 256). The distribution of interactions between
processors has first been studied in [5] for a shared-memory architecture, small-
sized 2D problems and the same kind of decomposition using a ‘box method’;
the common point with the Schwarz-NSCD method described in this article is
the information exchange between processors, related to the grain global forces.

Section 2 briefly recalls the background theory of the nonsmooth contact
dynamics (NSCD) in the context of time-stepping schemes. Section 3 focuses
on domain decomposition for such a problem, and proposes several alternatives,
that are compared on a first test example. Section 4 is related to the paral-
lel performances for a large scale problem on a supercomputing architecture.
Finally, Section 5 concludes and discusses outlooks of this work.

2 Nonsmooth contact dynamics reference prob-
lem

With a time-stepping scheme on a dynamical analysis of a granular media, no
event detection is performed. Once the solution is known at the beginning
t− = ti of a time slab [ti, ti+1], whose known quantities are denoted with a
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superscript (−), the quantities at the end of the time slab (without a superscript)
have to be determined.

2.1 Grain nonsmooth dynamics

Considering a rigid model, the dynamics of a grain over a time step is expressed
with the vector equation [26]:

MV −R = Rd (1)

where the prescribed right-hand side is Rd = RD+MV −, V is the velocity of the
grain (it contains the translational degrees of freedom (dof), and the rotational
ones), whileR is the resultant impulse on the grain due to interactions with other
grains and RD are the external prescribed impulses. The matrix M contains
both the mass (for the translational dof) and the inertia (for the rotational dof).
A choice leading to a constant, and diagonal, matrix M consists in expressing
the global coordinates of rotation vectors in the inertia eigenbasis of each grain,
see Figure 1. The assembly of these equations (independent for each grain) for
all the involved grains in a granular medium is formally written in the same
way as equation (1), which then represents the assembly of the individual grain
equations.

2.2 Contact interactions

For a unilateral contact, Moreau proved via a viability lemma [26], that a
velocity-impulse formulation may be equivalent to the classical complementary
law between gap and contact force. It is then possible to admit velocity jumps
and simultaneous contacts. The second interest is to handle, simultaneously,
more complex interactions like friction, wear, adhesion, some of them often
written with velocity. The interaction laws are not detailed in this paper. We
simply summarize them in a formal relationship,

R(v, r) = 0, (2)

between the relative velocity at the contact point between the two interacting
grains, v, and the impulse at the same contact point, r. The relationship R is
usually composed of nonlinear and multivalued mappings between the previous
two dual quantities. The assembly of the interaction-related quantities for all
interactions is also written formally in the same way (2). Both v and r are
expressed in the local coordinate basis to the contacts between the interacting
grains, see Figure 1. Therefore, they are linked to the global kinematic and
static quantities using a compatibility condition, H being the mapping matrix
with a finite rotation:

v = HTV and R = Hr (3)

2.3 Reference problem and generic solver

Taking the dynamic equation (1) and the compatibility conditions (3) into ac-
count, the reduced dynamics involving ‘material’ quantities can be obtained:
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Figure 1. Coordinate basis; Rg = (e1, e2, e3): global coordinate basis (for interface quantities), Ri =
(xi, yi, zi): local (related to the grain Si) coordinate basis (for grain dynamics), Rα = (n, t, s): local (related
to an interaction α between two grains) coordinate basis (for interactions). Details of the local contact frame

(n, t, s) at a contact α between two touching particles Si and Sj at point P .

Therefore, they are linked to the global kinematic and static quantities using a compatibility
condition, H being the mapping matrix with a finite rotation:

v = HTV and R = Hr (3)

2.3. Reference problem and generic solver

Taking the dynamic equation (1) and the compatibility conditions (3) into account, the reduced
dynamics involving ‘material’ quantities can be obtained:

Wr − v = −vd (4)

where W is the Delassus operator, W = HTM−1H , and vd = HTM−1Rd. To close the problem,
one adds the constitutive relation (2), and the reference problem reads:{

Wr − v = −vd
R(v, r) = 0

(5)

The difficulty to solve this problem is at least two-folds: on one hand, the number of unknowns
(number of interaction quantities r and v) may be large (for instance, an average of 2 106 unknowns
for the 3D problem illustrating this paper), and the Delassus operator W is not well conditioned. On
the other hand, the constitutive relation is nonsmooth (e.g. it is non linear, and not differentiable).
To address the nonsmoothness issue, the NSCD (nonsmooth contact dynamics) method with a non-
linear Gauss-Seidel (NLGS) solver [26, 20] is used. The convergence of such an algorithm is a
difficult topic with few theoretical results [21] because of the multiplicity of solutions and the lack
of regularity of the equations. Based on numerical experiments, the NLGS algorithm reveals to be
the most robust solver that supports the more general interactions.

To address the large size of the problem, two substructuring approaches are proposed.

3. DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION APPROACHES

Several domain decomposition approaches have been proposed for contact problems, see [8, 3, 10,
9, 4, 24, 3] amongst others, but a few are concerned with multiple contacts in granular media (for an
algebraic-like partition, see [17], and for a geometric partitioning of the discrete granular domain,
see [5, 2, 23, 30]). Here, we focus on the comparison of two formulations, one similar to FETI
approaches, the other closer to additive Schwarz approaches, and of two implementations of the
underlying communication scheme.
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Figure 1: Coordinate basis; Rg = (e1, e2, e3): global coordinate basis (for inter-
face quantities), Ri = (xi,yi, zi): local (related to the grain Si) coordinate basis
(for grain dynamics), Rα = (n, t, s): local (related to an interaction α between
two grains) coordinate basis (for interactions). Details of the local contact frame
(n, t, s) at a contact α between two touching particles Si and Sj at point P .

Wr − v = −vd (4)

where W is the Delassus operator, W = HTM−1H, and vd = HTM−1Rd.
To close the problem, one adds the constitutive relation (2), and the reference
problem reads: {

Wr − v = −vd
R(v, r) = 0

(5)

The difficulty to solve this problem is at least two-folds: on one hand, the
number of unknowns (number of interaction quantities r and v) may be large
(for instance, an average of 2 × 106 unknowns for the 3D problem illustrating
this paper), and the Delassus operator W is not well conditioned. On the other
hand, the constitutive relation is nonsmooth (e.g. it is non linear, and not
differentiable). To address the nonsmoothness issue, the NSCD (nonsmooth
contact dynamics) method with a non-linear Gauss-Seidel (NLGS) solver [26,
20] is used. The convergence of such an algorithm is a difficult topic with
few theoretical results [21] because of the multiplicity of solutions and the lack
of regularity of the equations. Based on numerical experiments, the NLGS
algorithm reveals to be the most robust solver that supports the more general
interactions.

To address the large size of the problem, two substructuring approaches are
proposed, as described below.

3 Domain decomposition approaches

Several domain decomposition approaches have been proposed for contact prob-
lems, see [8, 3, 10, 9, 4, 24, 3] amongst others, but a few are concerned with
multiple contacts in granular media (for an algebraic-like partition, see [17], and
for a geometric partitioning of the discrete granular domain, see [5, 2, 23, 30]).
Here, we focus on the comparison of two formulations, one similar to FETI
approaches, the other closer to additive Schwarz approaches, and of two imple-
mentations of the underlying communication scheme.
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Figure 2: Geometrical partitioning of the discrete domain: inner grains are
plotted empty and interface grains striped.

3.1 Splitting choice and grain multiplicity

The domain has to be split into subdomains in order to use parallel computing
with data locality. This decomposition is performed as frequently as needed
to take into account the migration of grains from one subdomain to another.
Since the nonsmoothness may occur in interactions between grains, we choose to
distribute interactions among subdomains as in [2] (we proceed by distributing
the middle points between the centers of mass of interacting grains, according
to their coordinates, using an arbitrary regular underlying grid, see Figure 2).
If a grain indexed with Si is connected with mi subdomains, mi is called its
multiplicity number. The interface between two subdomains is defined as the
set of these grains, that joins the subdomains. The nonsmoothness is therefore
localized only within the subdomains. This modeling choice is identical to [4]
and somehow the dual of that proposed in [24], where nonlinearities (contact on
crack lips) are isolated at the interfaces. Note that a direct algebraic partitioning
of the reference problem can also be chosen, leading to a dual partitioning
and a different algorithm [17]. Some advantages and disadvantages have been
discussed in previous works [17, 30].

A grain is defined as belonging to (at least) one subdomain E if it is con-
nected to an interaction that belongs to this subdomain. Therefore, a boolean
matrix BE selecting kinematic degrees of freedom of grains belonging to subdo-
main E allows to define the grain velocities in this subdomain as:

VE = BEV (6)

With this definition of the mapping matrix, one can check that the diagonal
matrix of the grain multiplicities is

∑nsd

E BTEBE .

3.2 FETI-like domain decomposition (NSCDD algorithm)

This first DDM considers a non overlapping partition of the sample. For consis-
tency with the rigid model of the grains, the masses and moments of inertia are
distributed among the neighboring subdomains according to their multiplicity
number. More precisely the distribution of masses and inertia is an algebraic
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partitioning and not a geometrical partitioning. For the elastic deformable
model of the grains, this splitting can be performed with a classical mesh de-
composer. This leads to a partition of unity over the inertia parameters, as:

M̃E = BEDMBTE , (7)

with:

Dkl =

{
0 if k 6= l
1/mi if k = l

(8)

for entries k related to the grain Si. The partition of unity property reads:
M =

∑
E B

T
EM̃EBE .

This topic is investigated in details in [30]. In each subdomain E, the prob-
lem is identical to the global one (with the subscript E), provided that a term
arising from the inter-grain interface is added. It can be built from the inter-
connecting condition (on the velocity jumps of boundary grains) that has been
added to ‘glue’ neighboring subdomains, where AΓE is a signed boolean matrix
with a finite rotation, to map the grain velocities VE to the global coordinate
basis into which the null velocity jump on the grain interface is expressed:

nsd∑
E=1

AΓEVE = 0 (9)

Γ denotes the global interface of all the interface grains. Formally the previous
summation is performed on all the subdomains (whose number is equal to nsd);
in a practical way, for a given grain interface, only the neighboring subdomains
have to be considered. We then obtain a FETI-like formulation [12] for the refer-
ence problem using a multiplier field FΓ and the notation ÂTΓE = HT

EM̃
−1
E ATΓE ,

W̃E = HT
EM̃

−1
E HE :

W̃ErE − vE − ÂTΓEFΓ = −vdE
R(vE , rE) = 0

}
E = 1, . . . , nsd

nsd∑
E=1

AΓEVE = 0
(10)

The reduced problem on (rE ,vE ,FΓ), with the notations f̂ =
∑
E AΓEM̃

−1
E RdE ,

vdE = HT
EM̃

−1
E RdE and X =

∑
E AΓEM̃

−1
E ATΓE and a partial condensation of the

problem, reads:

W̃ErE − vE − ÂTΓEFΓ = −vdE
R(vE , rE) = 0

}
E = 1, . . . , nsd

XFΓ −
nsd∑
E=1

ÂΓErE = f̂
(11)

One easily reformulates the interface equation as an incremental problem
[30]: if FΓ is associated to a velocity field V with the dynamical equations, and
if this last field is not continuous at the interface, the correction of the impulse
field FΓ is ∆FΓ such that

X∆FΓ =

nsd∑
E=1

AΓEVE = [V ]|Γ (12)
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the last term being the residual on the interface, i.e. the velocity jump [V ]|Γ .
As for many domain decomposition approaches, the goal is to be able to local-
ize the same typical problem that is under consideration on each subdomain
independently, while designing a suited coupling recovery algorithm between
subdomains, i.e. on the interface.

Here, the algorithmic formulation described in Algorithm 1 has been im-
plemented into the LMGC90 platform [11] for time-evolution problems (N is
the number of time steps). At each new time step of the incremental solving
procedure, the mapping H and the contact graph have to be updated within
a contact detection phase. Eventually, the domain could also be repartitioned
according to the new contact graph.

Algorithm 1 NonSmooth Contact Domain Decomposition (NSCDD)

for i = 1, . . . , N do
Contact detection (eventually parallelized) and
possible new decomposition of the domain
Initialize unknowns at time ti: (rE , vE , FΓ)
while (convergence criterion not satisfied) do

In parallel for E = 1, . . . , nsd

Disassemble interface impulses FΓ into local impulses FE
Compute the velocity v̄dE
Compute (r̄E ,v̄E) with nGS non-linear Gauss-Seidel iterations on:{

W̃E r̄E − v̄E = −v̄dE
R(v̄E , r̄E) = 0

Update (rE , vE)← (r̄E , v̄E)
Compute R̄E and correct the velocity on interface grains to get

AΓE V̄E
In sequential, but may be possibly parallelized (DCS version)

Compute ∆FΓ as: X∆FΓ =
∑nsd

E=1AΓE V̄E and update interface
impulses FΓ

end while
Update grain positions in parallel

end for

3.3 NSCDD interface solving procedures

Centralized communication scheme (CCS). At first glance, the interface
gluing step (12) is defined as a global linear equation linking all the subdomains.
It requires communications between the subdomains such that one process gath-
ers all the velocity contributions to the vector of velocity jumps [V ]|Γ . The value
of the Lagrange multipliers FΓ computed sequentially is then distributed such
that subdomain E receives its minimal required data amount ATΓEFΓ .

Decentralized communication scheme (DCS). Due to the structure of
the interface operator X, extensively studied in [30], each distributed database
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Figure 3: A rigid wall supporting contacts in a long range (a whole side of the
16000 spheres sample partitioned in twelve subdomains), is involved in the local
interface of six subdomains.

(per process related to subdomain E∗) is sufficient to get the elementary con-
tribution to the interface operator:

XΓE∗ =

nsd∑
E=1

AΓE∗EM̃
−1
E ATΓE∗E (13)

AΓE∗E is a signed boolean matrix, mapping grains of subdomain E to velocity
jumps of the elementary interface ΓE∗ (restriction of the global interface to the
boundary of subdomain E∗). Then, an elementary interface problem can be
defined as:

XΓE∗ ∆FΓE∗ =

nsd∑
E=1

AΓE∗EVE (14)

Finally, the data gathering of
∑nsd

E=1AΓE∗EVE on each process corresponds
to data exchanges over an unstructured topology. That means the exchanges do
not concern only the subdomains which are geometrically neighbors, since some
large/elongated rigid bodies may go through several subdomains. A common
example of such a situation is a granular medium confined by rigid walls as
illustrated in Figure 3. A wall performs a connection and exchanges between
several non-neighboring subdomains. With the computation of the assembling
of local contributions, it is easy to show that this is the expected iterated vector:

∆FΓ =

nsd∑
E=1

BΓEDEB
T
ΓEE∆FΓE

(15)

BΓE is a boolean matrix selecting interface grains among subdomains, BΓEE is
a boolean matrix selecting elementary interface grains among subdomains and
DE is a diagonal matrix with value 1/mi for entries corresponding to grain i.

3.4 Schwarz-like domain decomposition

We define a Schwarz-like domain decomposition method based on fundamental
properties of rigid body dynamics dealing with diffuse contact network. Con-
sidering the selecting operator BE , directly derived from partitioning strategy
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defined in section 3.1 in (6), dynamic equations (1) per subdomain, i.e. for all
the grains within a given subdomain, read:

BE (MV ) = BE
(
R+Rd

)
(16)

Considering an overlapping between subdomains, the restricted inertia matrix
to a subdomain E can be defined as,

ME = BEMBTE (17)

The overlapping is rendered by the lack of partition of the unity in (17) in com-
parison with (7). Here the domain partitioning defines a minimal overlapping
between subdomains, since the dynamical operators ME , for E = 1, ..., nsd du-
plicate the contribution of the interface grains. Then the left hand side reads:

BE (MV ) = MEVE (18)

In a similar way, the given impulse Rd, which comes from velocity at the
beginning of the time step and the external forces acting on grains, depends
only on inner quantities of subdomain E:

BER
d = RdE (19)

As an interface grain supports contacts in more than one subdomain the
coupling term between subdomains arises from contact impulses as:

R =

nsd∑
E∗=1

BTE∗HE∗rE∗ (20)

When extracting resultant impulse quantities according to BE , BER splits into
internal and coupling terms such that:

BER = RE +RddmE with RE = HErE (21)

and
RddmE =

∑
E∗ 6=E

BEB
T
E∗RE∗ (22)

where BEB
T
E∗ defines a boolean matrix whose non-zero entries correspond to

grains from subdomain E∗ belonging also to subdomain E.
The dynamics of the granular medium per subdomain is therefore expressed

with the vector equation:

MEVE −HErE = RdE +RddmE (23)

and the reduced problem, with vddmE = HT
EM

−1
E RddmE , reads:

WErE − vE = −vdE − vddmE

R(vE , rE) = 0

}
E = 1, . . . , nsd (24)

The algorithmic formulation of this method (see Algorithm 2) does not define
the interface behavior but only data exchanges between subdomains over an un-
structured topology (as for the NSCDD decentralized communication scheme).
This differs also from the dual partitioning developed in [17], for which a non
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smooth problem similar to (24) is defined on the global interface composed of
contacts, as a standard subdomain. Impulses acting on the boundary grains of
a subdomain related to contacts belonging to interconnected subdomains are
then taken as boundary conditions without defining a global interface problem
as in the NSCDD method. This structure of DDM algorithm has the flavor of
Schwarz algorithms [25, 6, 14]. This method will be called Schwarz-NSCD in
the following.

Algorithm 2 Schwarz-NSCD

for i = 1, . . . , N do
Contact detection (eventually parallelized) and
possible new decomposition of the domain
Initialize unknowns at time ti: (rE , vE)
while (convergence criterion not satisfied) do

In parallel for E = 1, . . . , nsd

Evaluate RE = HErE and send it to the interconnected subdomains
Receive RE∗ from interconnected subdomains
Evaluate v̄ddmE = HT

EM
−1
E

∑
E∗ 6=E BEBE∗RE∗

Compute (r̄E ,v̄E) with nGS non-linear Gauss-Seidel iterations on{
WE r̄E − v̄E = −vdE − v̄ddmE

R(v̄E , r̄E) = 0

Update (rE , vE)← (r̄E , v̄E)
end while
Update grain positions in parallel

end for

Algorithm 2 may be interpreted as a Gauss-Seidel-like method with a special
numbering. Indeed, choosing α, β as indexes of contacts belonging to subdomain
E, the Non Linear Gauss-Seidel k + 1 iteration for contact α reads:{

Wααr
k+1
α − vk+1

α = −vdα − v̄ddmα −
∑
β<αWαβr

k+1
β −

∑
β>αWαβr

k
β

R(rk+1
α , vk+1

α ) = 0
(25)

If i is the index (in the global numbering of the sample) of the interface grain
associated to a contact α, and γE∗ the indexes of contacts of subdomain E∗

interconnected with E via the grain i, and choosing nGS = 1, v̄ddmα reads:

v̄ddmα = HT
αM

−1
i

∑
E∗ 6=E

RiE∗

= HT
αM

−1
i

∑
E∗ 6=E

∑
γE∗

HγE∗ r
k
γE∗

=
∑
E∗ 6=E

∑
γE∗

WαγE∗ r
k
γE∗ (26)

The choice nGS = 1 means that the interface exchanges are performed after
each Gauss-Seidel iteration; this is justified in previous works [2] for iterative
schemes with robust but slow convergence. Rewriting equations (25) using the
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Table 1: Comparison of elapsed CPU time percentage consumed during MPI
exchanges for centralized (NSCDD-CCS) and decentralized (NSCDD-DCS and
Schwarz-NSCD) communication schemes; isotropic compaction of a 16000
spheres sample.
nsd Partitioning grid (nx × ny × nz) NSCDD-CCS NSCDD-DCS/Schwarz-NSCD
2 1× 1× 2 6 % 2 %
4 1× 2× 2 25 % 3 %
8 2× 2× 2 47 % 9 %
12 2× 2× 3 57 % 10 %
16 2× 2× 4 69 % 16 %

Figure 4: Sample of 16000 spheres submitted to isotropic compaction; tested
decompositions to study the time spent in communications depending on the
communication scheme. For convenience walls are not plotted on these figures.

expression of v̄ddmα from equation (26) one obtains:{
Wααr

k+1
α − vk+1

α = −vdα −
∑
β<αWαβr

k+1
β −

∑
β>αWαβr

k
β −

∑
E∗ 6=E

∑
γE∗ WαγE∗ r

k
γE∗

R(rk+1
α , vk+1

α ) = 0
(27)

These last equations reveal an hybrid Non linear Gauss-Seidel/Jacobi algo-
rithm for the calculus of (r̄E , v̄E) since the last summation relates only to values
of rγE∗ at the previous iteration.

3.5 Comparison of the different approaches

The influence of the proposed communication schemes is studied regarding the
CPU time percentage consumed during MPI (Message Passing Interface [15])
exchanges (Table 1) with respect to the whole CPU time of a simulation. The
test consists of a sample with 16000 spheres submitted to an isotropic com-
paction, over 500 time steps (Figure 4). Increasing the number of subdomains
with a fixed problem size leads to increase the interface size and to reduce the
local problem size on each subdomain.

Results (obtained on the supercomputer HPC@LR) presented in Table 1
show clearly the gain we may obtain considering DCS compared to CCS. De-
centralized communication scheme (similar for NSCDD-DCS or Schwarz-NSCD)
decreases drastically the time consumed in MPI exchanges in comparison to
centralized one, such that time percentage consumed in exchanges between pro-
cessors stays quite small for a reasonable domain partitioning. An heuristic rule
for 3D dense granular material may be to chose a domain partitioning such that
each domain contains at least 103 grains.
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Figure 5. Isotropic compaction (a) and triaxial loading (b)

4. PERFORMANCES AND SCALABILITY RESULTS

4.1. Numerical example

Sample preparation. A dense packing composed of 2.105 spheres is prepared in two phases. First
a layer-by-layer deposition model based on simple geometrical rules is performed [31]. The particles
are deposited sequentially on a substrate. Each new particle is placed at the lowest possible position
on the free surface as a function of its diameter. This procedure leads to a random packing in which
each particle supports at least three contacts. To avoid long range ordering a small polydispersity in
size is used.

Once performed this geometrical process, the second phase is a compaction consisting of an
isotropic compression inside a prismatic frame of dimensions L0 × l0 × h0 in which three walls are
fixed, and three walls are subjected to a compressive stress σ0. The gravity g and friction coefficients
µ between the particles and the walls are set to zero during the compression in order to avoid force
gradients and obtain an isotropic dense packing, see Figure 5(a).

Triaxial test. The isotropic sample is then subjected to a vertical compression by downward
displacement of the top wall with a constant velocity vz for a constant confining stress σ0 acting
on the lateral walls, see Figure 5(b). The friction coefficient µ between particles is set to 0.35 and
to zero with the walls. Since we are interested in a quasistatic macroscopic behavior, the shear rate
should be such that the kinetic energy supplied by shearing is negligible compared to the static
pressure. The cumulative strain components ελ are defined as:

ελ =

∫ λ

λ0

dλ′

λ′
= ln

(
1 +

∆λ

λ0

)
, λ ∈ {h, L, l} (28)

where h0, L0 and l0 are the initial height, width and length of the simulation box, respectively, and
∆h = h− h0, ∆L = L− L0 and ∆l = l − l0 are the corresponding cumulative displacements. The
volumetric strain reads:

εV =

∫ V

V0

dV ′

V ′
= ln

(
1 +

∆V

V0

)
, (29)

where V0 is the initial volume and ∆V = V − V0 is the total volume change. The cumulative shear
strain is defined as:

εV ≡ εh − εl. (30)

The solid fraction ρ is defined by ρ = Vp/V , with Vp the volume occupied by particles.

Mechanical validation. The simulation is performed using the domain partitioning depicted in
Figure 6 up to εV = 0.65. The domain partitioning and the NSCDD algorithm does disturb neither
the macroscopic behavior nor the micromechanical statistical analysis of the granular medium, as
shown in [30], whereas increasing the number of particles allows to avoid boundary effects and
improves the statistical analysis one can perform. Due to the indeterminacy of the problem, we
monitored both the quality of the solution obtained considering classical convergence criteria, into
each subdomain [7] and over the interface [19], and the mean/max interpenetration quantities:
mean interpenetration remained below 0.02% of the min radius of the sample and maximum
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Figure 5: Isotropic compaction (a) and triaxial loading (b)

In the following we choose to study the numerical performances of the only
NSCDD algorithm, with decentralized communication scheme, for a large gran-
ular sample.

4 Performances and scalability results

4.1 Numerical example

Sample preparation. A dense packing composed of 2 × 105 spheres is pre-
pared in two phases. First a layer-by-layer deposition model based on simple
geometrical rules is performed [31]. The particles are deposited sequentially on
a substrate. Each new particle is placed at the lowest possible position on the
free surface as a function of its diameter. This procedure leads to a random
packing in which each particle supports at least three contacts. To avoid long
range ordering a small polydispersity in size is used.

Once performed this geometrical process, the second phase is a compaction
consisting of an isotropic compression inside a prismatic frame of dimensions
L0 × l0 × h0 in which three walls are fixed, and three walls are subjected to
a compressive stress σ0. The gravity g and friction coefficients µ between the
particles and the walls are set to zero during the compression in order to avoid
force gradients and obtain an isotropic dense packing, see Figure 5(a).

Triaxial test. The isotropic sample is then subjected to a vertical compres-
sion by downward displacement of the top wall with a constant velocity vz for
a constant confining stress σ0 acting on the lateral walls, see Figure 5(b). The
friction coefficient µ between particles is set to 0.35 and to zero with the walls.
Since we are interested in a quasistatic macroscopic behavior, the shear rate
should be such that the kinetic energy supplied by shearing is negligible com-
pared to the static pressure. The cumulative strain components ελ are defined
as:

ελ =

∫ λ

λ0

dλ′

λ′
= ln

(
1 +

∆λ

λ0

)
, λ ∈ {h, L, l} (28)

where h0, L0 and l0 are the initial height, width and length of the simulation
box, respectively, and ∆h = h − h0, ∆L = L − L0 and ∆l = l − l0 are the
corresponding cumulative displacements. The volumetric strain reads:

εV =

∫ V

V0

dV ′

V ′
= ln

(
1 +

∆V

V0

)
, (29)
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(a)

(b) (c)

Multiplicity

Figure 6: Domain partitioning of the sample at εV = 0 (a) and εV = 0.7 (b)
and underlying structure of corner grains at εV = 0.7 (c). For convenience (a)
and (b) gray scale is restricted to [1, 4] and (c) gray scale is restricted to [3, 7];
m = 1: inner grain; m = 2: face grain; m > 2: corner grain. The configuration
(b) is split into 100 subdomains in order to adapt the partitioning to the aspect
ratio.

where V0 is the initial volume and ∆V = V − V0 is the total volume change.
The cumulative shear strain is defined as:

εV ≡ εh − εl. (30)

The solid fraction ρ is defined by ρ = Vp/V , with Vp the volume occupied by
particles.

Mechanical validation. The simulation is performed using the domain par-
titioning depicted in Figure 6 up to εV = 0.65. The domain partitioning and
the NSCDD algorithm does disturb neither the macroscopic behavior nor the
micromechanical statistical analysis of the granular medium, as shown in [30],
whereas increasing the number of particles allows to avoid boundary effects and
improves the statistical analysis one can perform. Due to the indeterminacy of
the problem, we monitored both the quality of the solution obtained considering
classical convergence criteria, into each subdomain [7] and over the interface [19],
and the mean/max interpenetration quantities: mean interpenetration remained
below 0.02% of the min radius of the sample and maximum interpenetration re-
mained below 10% of the minimum radius of the sample. Figure 7 depicts one
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Vy

Figure 7: Velocity component along y axis at εV = 0.5

map of the particles velocities at εV over a slice of the sample. We see clearly
the topology of the shear bands associated to localization phenomena. Figure 8
shows the contact network we deal with, composed of more than 2 × 106 force
components.

4.2 Scalability in nonsmooth evolutive problems

We choose to quantify the parallel performances of the NSCDD algorithm by
the usual quantities: the speedup Sp, which is the ratio of the run time of the
non-parallel version on a single processor to the run time of the parallel version
on Np processors and the efficiency Ep = Sp/Np. Results are obtained setting
the parameter nGS equals to 1 and for 3 typical states of the sample during its
evolution. Complementary informations on those states are given in Table 2.

• “Loose state” (ρ = 0.567) occurs in the preparation phase which is an
essential stage for providing an isotropic sample. More precisely it is ob-
tained by deposit routines, at the beginning of the isotropic compaction
phase. This state is characterized by a relatively small number of active
contacts in comparison with the number of particles. Moreover a fric-
tionless contact law leads to a quick convergence; the reduced dynamic
problem is therefore quite cheap to solve. The goal is to provide a random
close packing (RCP) sample.

• “RCP state” (ρ = 0.648 in our case) is used to start triaxial test, where
the number of contacts is maximal. Due to confinement, the number of
NSCDD iterations is large because of the indeterminacy of the problem
amplified by the friction.

• “Residual state” (from ρ = 0.617 to ρ = 0.612 in our case) corresponds to a
plateau of the shear stress evolution for which the shear bands appearance
in the sample implies the decrease of the number of contacts in comparison
with the RCP state.

Figure 9 depicts evolution of the speedup as a function of the number of
processors (equal to the number of subdomains). Results obtained strongly
depend on the state of the granular material. For the “loose state” the speedup
diverges rapidly from the linear graph with slope equal to 1. Instead that, for
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(a) (b)
rn

Figure 8: Force contact network at εV = 0.5; full sample (a) and zoom (b).
Only normal components are depicted.

Table 2: Main characteristic values of the 3 states used to study the speedup
behavior of the simulations; NC is the mean number of contacts per time step,
ItNSCDD is the mean number of NSCDD iterations per time step and NMG is
the mean number of migrating grains per time step (i.e. whose subdomain is
changing).

State NC ItNSCDD NMG

“Loose” 339957 701 38
“RCP” 669665 11978 24

“Residual” 567957 9993 29
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Figure 9: Speedup and efficiency as functions of the number of processors.

Table 3: Time consuming percentage of the main steps of the NSCDD algorithm;
Partitioning stands for the data gathering, sequential routines of partitioning of
the sample, scattering of local interface informations and treatment of migrating
grains; Contact detection relates to the parallel construction of HE operators;
Inloop 1 stands for parallel calculus routines for iterative solving of the reduced
dynamics (Gauss-Seidel iterations and interface updating); Inloop 2 stands for
MPI exchanges during the iterative solving of the reduced dynamics; Update
stands for parallel calculus routines for updating velocities and generalized con-
figuration of grains.

State Partitioning Contact detection Inloop 1 Inloop 2 Update
“Loose” 11.0% 2.6% 66.7% 10.7% 9%
“RCP” 4.4% 0.7% 76.7% 15.6% 3.9%

“Residual” 2.0% 0.2% 82.1% 12.5% 3.2%

the “RCP state” and the “Residual state”, the speedup behavior is almost linear
but not with the same slope (apart from one value related to the “RCP state”
for 36 processors which illustrates variability phenomenon when using computer
center). Speedup culminates to a value of 88 for 96 subdomains in “RCP state”.
This shows that the NSCDD method is particularly relevant for dense granular
material.

Table 3 shows that the three analyzed states differ as regards to the repar-
tition, among the main stages of the algorithm, of CPU elapsed time percent-
age. Strong differences appear for “loose state” compared to the two others:
partitioning stage becomes non negligible, as regards to solving procedure of
reduced dynamics, whereas the number of contacts NC and the NSCDD iter-
ations ItNSCDD are smaller and the number of migrating grains is larger (see
Table 2). In all cases the partitioning stage is re-done every 10 time steps to
detect migrating grains. More precisely a grain is declared migrant when it
supports contacts in a subdomain where it did not stand previously.

Table 4 shows that the geometric partitioning proposed, based on a regular
underlying grid, does not assure a perfect load balancing. Indeed the number
of bodies belonging to a subdomain varies up to 23%. For interface quantities
this phenomena is even more present, as the number of interface grains per
subdomain Nm>2

E and the number of interconnected subdomains for a given
subdomain N Isd

E vary up to 73.8% and 91.4% respectively. This implies strong
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Table 4: Characteristic values per subdomains (“RCP state”); NSE stands for
the number of grains belonging to subdomain E; NC

E stands for the number of
contacts; N Isd

E stands for the number of subdomains interconnected with a con-
sidered subdomain E; Nm>2

E stands for the number of corners grains; TMPI Exch

stands for the percentage of MPI exchange time consumed when solving reduced
dynamics; minimum, maximum and variation percentage.

Min Max Variation percentage
NSE 2086 2633 23.2%
NC
E 6514 6795 4.2%

N Isd
E 20 52 91.4%

Nm>2
E 445 965 73.8%

TMPI Exch 3.84% 26.7% 149%

fluctuations on the CPU time percentage consumed in MPI exchanges during the
iterative process for solving non smooth dynamics. Nevertheless, the contacts,
which are the main unknowns of dense granular problems, are well distributed
among subdomains. Obtaining a good load balancing for both grains and con-
tacts is quite a hard topic when considering a simple geometric partitioning but
may be attempted using automatic graph partitioner such as ParMETIS [22],
or other approaches such as orthogonal recursive bisection that proved their
efficiency in [23, 29].

5 Conclusions

This article focused on numerical and parallel performances of a domain decom-
position method suited to granular dynamics analysis. Two versions, namely a
FETI-like approach and a Schwarz-like approach, have been implemented into
the LMGC90 software platform and tested on typical 3D simulations of granular
dynamics, and on a modern supercomputing hardware platform. Even without
a dedicated load balancing, the speedup of the simulations exhibits good paral-
lel behavior, for large scale granular systems. To do so, both contact detection
and solver have been parallelized, up to 100 processors used for a problem with
an average of 2× 106 frictional contact interaction unknowns.

Next step will consist in a dynamic load balancing strategy, with a dis-
tributed database dynamical update to improve efficiency. On the other hand,
additional strategies may decrease the computational cost by model adaptation
and homogenization, to tackle even larger simulations, while maintaining a good
parallel efficiency. These topics are currently under development.
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